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Security Administration
Systems Scare

Ghost Accounts
By  D e a n  Ve ro s

Iused to travel around the country with an associate introducing
businesses to the idea of a security administration tool for hetero-
geneous environments—from Mainframe—to Windows—to the

then fledgling (in businesses anyway) UNIX platforms. Some of the
primary benefits of a security administration tool that we promoted
were error-free and automatic account creation, and the ability to link
accounts to their owners, to enable management of individual accounts
via their owners.

We focused a lot on account creation. After all, when it takes an
average of three to seven days to complete the provisioning process,
businesses waste a lot of money on idle employees and contractors. In
addition, the waiting period offers tremendous opportunities for secu-
rity violations. (Just consider the number of IDs and passwords that are
“borrowed” during the long wait for access to be granted.) Account
provisioning tools have helped reduce the pain, expense and security
risks associated with provisioning activities, allowing us to shift atten-
tion to other “real” security problems.

We had a second important issue to talk about—ghost accounts.
Ghost accounts are simply accounts that remain active and enabled
long after the owner has left the company.

In one truly scary visit, my associate (a former security administra-
tor at the business we were visiting) demonstrated to the audience of
IT executives that he was still able to log into their systems several
years after leaving the company. He logged on by using his old IDs.

A ghost account several years old may be an anomaly, but the fact
is, active accounts with varying levels of access rights and authority
that should have been disabled or removed, still exist today in most
companies’ systems. For a variety of reasons, we  tend to focus more
on granting access than removing it. In today’s world where the bad
guys have become extremely sophisticated and government regula-
tions demand adequate control, it does not make sense to ignore
this vulnerability.

Provisioning tools allow us to more effectively control both the cre-
ation and revocation of accounts. Tools that map or associate accounts

to their owners (whether the owners are real people or virtual system
entities) make the process of disabling or deactivating accounts simpler
by allowing administrators to work at the account owner level. These
tools ultimately deactivate the owner and let the security administration
system deactivate the associated accounts.

The capability to map accounts to their owners also creates a reporting
and auditing opportunity (think Sarbanes-Oxley or Basel II). If you can
list all of the active accounts in your systems that do not have owners, you
can begin to identify accounts that pose a danger to your system—the
ghost accounts.

Manually mapping accounts to owners can be a long and expensive
task—particularly if account creation standards are different on each
system, are not enforced, or worse, if standards do not exist. A good
provisioning tool will provide utilities that help automate mapping. If
the 80-20 rule holds, the majority of systems and accounts can be
addressed through automation; people can handle exceptions manually.

Additionally, standards and controls must be put in place to prevent
the creation of new accounts that are not mapped to owners. Some pro-
visioning systems can trap and reject these changes as they are made;
all should be able to provide audit trails so that identifying the source
of a change does not become a long detective mystery.

If a provisioning system has fast access to real-time information
about all managed systems and their accounts, this data should be
leveraged during the account creation process. Used effectively, the
provisioning system can create new account names that comply with
standards and are unique across the enterprise. For example, in systems
where account information is consolidated into a data store, the store can
be queried to ensure that a new account value does not exist elsewhere.
This simplifies the identification and tracing of user accounts—even
where systems require shortened or otherwise modified account names.

Wherever possible, provisioning programs—and system adminis-
trators—should take full advantage of free-text “description” fields
that are associated with each account record. This is important
because each managed system has its own restrictions on account
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names (uppercase only, mixed-case, length, special, national charac-
ter, etc. limitations). An organization-wide standard should specify
that a unique identifier for each person (real or ‘virtual’) must be
placed in this field. Ideally, this identifier can be either calculated or
extracted from an authoritative source.

Use of the description fields simplifies tracing and reporting on
associations between owners and their accounts—information that is
very useful in addressing regulatory compliance requirements. As new
accounts are added, the provisioning system can insert the identifier as
part of the account creation process. If existing account records do not
include owner identifiers in their description fields, where possible
they should be modified to include this information. Allowed exceptions
should be logged so those subsequent audits can quickly identify viola-
tions and uncover potential trouble accounts.

Finally, the creation of account owners must be controlled. What good
is linking accounts to owners if the creator with evil intent defines a
bogus owner and associates it with a powerfully authorized account?
Implementing automated creation and deactivation of personnel accounts
(the owners) through Human Resources applications helps to ensure
account validity because owners created via any other source can be
flagged and rejected. It is up to IT to define and manage virtual system
IDs that are associated with system-type accounts. Creation and man-
agement of these account owners should be tightly restricted; violations
of standards and controls should be trapped by the provisioning systems
and alerts should be raised.

The bottom line is that ghost accounts pose a real danger to every
organization. When a business uses provisioning tools, this helps
them eliminate existing ghost accounts and prevent new ones from
being created by automating creation and revocation processes. Tools
that track the creation of accounts without owners and flag creation
of ‘owners’ by invalid sources help ensure that no new ghost accounts
are created. 

Dean Veros is Program Director for Enterprise Security Management at BMC
Software.
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